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Chapter 1 : Phantoms of a Blood-Stained Period | University of Massachusetts Press
Despite the strengths of Thomsen's collection, Phantoms of a Blood-Stained Period is a superior work, for it includes not
only all of Bierce's short fiction and nonfiction about the Civil War but a detailed page introduction that is invaluable in
placing Bierce in historical context and thus helping to explain his stance as a realist about.

He participated in the operations in Western Virginia , was present at the Battle of Philippi the first organized
land action of the war , and received newspaper attention for his daring rescue, under fire, of a gravely
wounded comrade at the Battle of Rich Mountain. Bierce fought at the Battle of Shiloh April , a terrifying
experience that became a source for several short stories and the memoir "What I Saw of Shiloh". In April he
was commissioned a first lieutenant , and served on the staff of General William Babcock Hazen as a
topographical engineer , making maps of likely battlefields. Thomas and Oliver O. Howard , both of whom
supported his application for admission to West Point in May General Hazen believed Bierce would graduate
from the military academy "with distinction" and William T. Sherman also endorsed the application for
admission even though stating he had no personal acquaintance with Bierce. He was discharged from the army
in January His military career resumed, however, in mid, when he joined General Hazen as part of an
expedition to inspect military outposts across the Great Plains. Ambrose Bierce, by J. They had three children:
Day committed suicide after a romantic rejection, [24] [25] and Leigh died of pneumonia related to
alcoholism. They divorced in Bierce was an avowed agnostic. Bierce lived and wrote in England from to ,
contributing to Fun magazine. From to , he traveled to Rockerville and Deadwood in the Dakota Territory , to
try his hand as local manager for a New York mining company. When the company failed he returned to San
Francisco and resumed his career in journalism. From January 1, until September 11, he was editor of The
Wasp magazine, in which he began a column titled "Prattle". He remained associated with Hearst Newspapers
until Central Pacific executive Collis P. If, when you are ready to pay, I happen to be out of town, you may
hand it over to my friend, the Treasurer of the United States. Bierce returned to California in November. On
several occasions his columns stirred up a storm of hostile reaction, which created difficulties for Hearst.
Bierce meant his poem to express a national mood of dismay and fear, but after McKinley was shot in , it
seemed to foreshadow the crime: Despite a national uproar that ended his ambitions for the presidency and
even his membership in the Bohemian Club , Hearst kept employing Bierce. His most popular stories were
written in rapid succession between and , in what was characterized as "a tremendous burst of consummate
art". His grimly realistic cycle of 25 war stories has been called "the greatest anti-war document in American
literature". His Fantastic Fables anticipated the ironic style of grotesquerie that became a more common genre
in the 20th century. Described as "howlingly funny", [40] it consists of satirical definitions of English words
which lampoon cant and political double-talk. Bierce edited the twelve volumes of The Collected Works of
Ambrose Bierce, which were published from to Bierce has been criticized by his contemporaries and later
scholars for deliberately pursuing improbability and for his penchant toward " trick endings ". Bierce is among
our three greatest writers. Howells is the other two. By December he had passed through Louisiana and Texas
, crossing by way of El Paso into Mexico, which was in the throes of revolution. His last known
communication with the world was a letter he wrote there to Blanche Partington , a close friend, dated
December 26, There was an official investigation by U. Sommerfeld , was contacted by U. Scott and
Sommerfeld investigated the disappearance. Bierce was said to have been last seen in the city of Chihuahua in
January. Neale concludes that it would have been highly unlikely for Bierce to have gone to Mexico and
joined Villa. Therefore, despite an abundance of theories including death by suicide , his ultimate fate remains
shrouded in mystery. Legacy, Influence and Popular Culture[ edit ] Bierce and autograph Bierce has been
fictionalized in more than 50 novels, short stories, movies, television shows, stage plays, and comic books.
Some works featuring a fictional Ambrose Bierce have received favorable reviews, generated international
sales, [56] or earned major awards. Mencken called Bierce "the one genuine wit that These States have ever
seen. A silent film version, The Bridge, was made in It aired in on American television as one of the final
episodes of the television series The Twilight Zone: In the story line, Hearst struggles to turn a profit despite
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increased circulation of The San Francisco Examiner. Cornthwaite appears as Sam Chamberlain. Lovecraft
and much of modern horror fiction. He has painful faults of vulgarity and cheapness of imagination. In the
novel, Bierce is personally executed by Pancho Villa. John Camden Hotten , Stories, satire, journalism,
poetry. Stories, satire, epigrams, journalism. Cobwebs from an Empty Skull as by "Dod Grile". London and
New York: Tales of Soldiers and Civilians San Francisco: Steele, ; many subsequent editions, some under the
title In the Midst of Life. Western Authors Publishing, Can Such Things Be? Fantastic Fables New York and
London: Shapes of Clay San Francisco: Wood [ George Sterling ], Ashes of the Beacon Volume II: In the
Midst of Life: Shapes of Clay Volume V:
Chapter 2 : Table of contents for Library of Congress control number
Phantoms of a Blood-Stained Period has 28 ratings and 7 reviews. Adam said: Bierce was a decorated Civil War vet
himself, and was infuriated by the white.

Chapter 3 : Phantoms of a blood-stained period ( edition) | Open Library
The sections are chronological from to and beyond: patricide in the house divided, what war really is, a true war story is
never moral, war is all hell, and phantoms of a blood-stained period.

Chapter 4 : Project MUSE - New Men
The lowest-priced brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its original packaging (where packaging is
applicable). Packaging should be the same as what is found in a retail store, unless the item is handmade or was
packaged by the manufacturer in non-retail packaging, such as an unprinted box or plastic bag.

Chapter 5 : Phantoms of a Blood-Stained Period â€“ HFS Books
Phantoms of a blood-stained period by Ambrose Bierce, , University of Massachusetts Press edition, in English.

Chapter 6 : MEMENTO MORI | The Late Unpleasantness: A Civil War Blog
Presents a collection of fiction and nonfiction writings by Ambrose Bierce based on his experiences as a member of the
Union Army, composed during and in the years following the conflict, from to

Chapter 7 : Project MUSE - Ambrose Bierce and the Dance of Death
"Is it not strange that the phantoms of a blood-stained period have so airy a grace and look with so tender eyes?â€”that I
recall with difficulty the danger and death and horrors of the time, and without effort all that was gracious and
picturesque?" â€”Ambrose Gwinnett Bierce.

Chapter 8 : Phantoms of a Blood-Stained Period: The Complete Civil War Writings by Russell Duncan
Ambrose Bierce, Phantoms of a Blood-Stained Period - The Complete Civil War Writings of Ambrose Bierce, eds.
Russell Duncan and David J. Klooster (Amherst & Boston: University of Massachusetts Press, , Â£ paper, Â£ cloth). Pp.

Chapter 9 : Ambrose Bierce - Wikipedia
Phantoms of a Blood-Stained Period: The Complete Civil War Writings of Ambrose Bierce (UNKNOWN Edition) by
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Ambrose Bierce, Editor-Russell Duncan, Editor-David J. Klooster Hardcover, Pages, Published
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